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Collectives, Committees & Projects
New people are always welcome to join any of these activites . Contact the
SPC office at 472-5478 or the person listed to find out what you can do.
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Duane Hardy

	

Paul Pearce

The Front Room Bookstore
Joe Carpenter

The Peace Newsletter
The PNL editorial committee needs people! . . .Call the SPC
office to find out meeting times.
Editorial Committee : Brian Dominick, Bill Mazza
Production Committee : Joan Goldberg, Joy Meeker,
Karen Hall, Paul Pearce, Marge Rusk, Aspen Olmstead,
Susan Merel
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Paul Pearce,
Brent Bleier
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SPC Council : Marge Rusk, Lynne Woehrle,
Andrianna Natsoulas
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Volunteers
Marge Rusk, Duane Hardy, Susan Ashley, Chuck Durand, Phil
Boyle, Pat Hoffman, Carl Mellor, Upasatti, Kathy Barry, Brian
Caufield, Andy Molloy, Fredric Noyes, Michelle Brisson,Paul
Wilcox, Lauren Wing, Brian Dominick, Art Lum, Carolyn, Joe
Smith, Karen Veverka, Lynne Woehrle, Ray Kramer, Barb

Floch, Ruth Richardson, Susan Merel, Liz King

Statement of Purpose
The Syracuse Peace Council (SPC), founded In 1936, Is an

antiwar/social justice organization . It Is community-based, autono-
mous and funded by the contributions of Its supporters.

SPC educates, agitates and organizes for a world where
war, violence and exploitation In any form will no longer exist . It
challenges the existing unjust power relationships among nations,
among people and between ourselves and the environment . As
members, we work to replace Inequality, hierarchy, domination and
powerlessness with mutual respect, personal empowerment, coop-
eration and a sense of community.

Present social Injustices cannot be understood In isola-
tion from each other nor can they be overcome without recognizing
their economic and militaristic roots . SPC stresses a Strategy that
makes these connections clear. We Initiate and support activities
that help build this sense of community and help tear down the walls
of oppression . A fundamental basis for peace and justice Is an
economic system that places human need above monetary profit.
We establish relationships among people based on cooperation
rather than competition or the threat of destruction.

Our political values and personal lives shape and reflect
each other. In both we are committed to nonviolent means ofconfllct
resolution and to a process ofdecision-ma king that responds to the
needs of us all .
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In This Issue:
For July we try to settle into the long, hot,

lazy daze of summer with some articles on
criticism, of criticism and just plain critical.
Guess we all just got some time to hang around
and think about stuff. Like the way the media
sucks up the press releases from Bosnia, or
about 25 years of Pride, about culture, about
Appliances and the white-bred, about what's
happening in the community including clean-
ing up On the Rise, Hiroshima/Nagasaki Com-
memoration and the activities around Haiti,
about Michael Albert's optimism and Brian
D's cynicism, about Revolution and about the
stunning success ofthe Jessie Davis case against
the Albany cops. . .and sippin' that ice coffee. ..

The Peace Newsletter (PNL) is published
monthly by the Syracuse Peace Council . SPC,
founded in 1936, is the oldest community-based
peace and justice organization in the United States.

The PNL strives to serve some basic func-
tions as the internal organ of SPC and as a forum for
articles which discuss issues of concern to the
peace movement . The opinions expressed in the
PNL reflect the diversity of opinions within SPC
itself. While we are not able to print every possible
viewpoint, we do welcome letter and article sub-
missions as well as suggestions and assistance.

The PNL has very reasonable ad rates ; call
or write for our rates . Movement groups are free to
reprint articles and graphics, but please give cred-
its . For-profit groups, please inquire.

The PNL is available on microfilm from
University Microfilms, Inc ., 300 N . Zeeb Rd., Ann
Arbor, MI 48106.

Subscriptions are $12 a year in the U .S .,
$15 in Canada and Mexico and $25 overseas . The
institutional rate is $15 . The PNL is free to prisoners
and low-income people . Your organization, co-op,
etc . can receive 5-25 PN Ls each month. Our circu-
lation is 4500.

Contributions to SPC beyond PNL sub-
scriptions support our activist programs . We al-
ways need your support . Peace Newsletter/Syra-
cuse Peace Council, 924 Burnet Ave, Syracuse,
NY 13203.

PNL Distributors
Yvonne, Joy Meeker, Karen Veverka, Pat

Hoffman, Elinor Cramer, Chuck Durand, Rich
Zalewski, Chrisian Siebott, Fredric Noyes,
Duane Hardy, Brian Dominick, Millie Webb,
Deb Douthit

Mailing Party Helpers
Aspen Olmsted, Marge Rusk, Karen

Veverka, Lauren Mofford, Doug Igelsrud, Kathy
Barry, Brian Caufield, Dianne Grafly, Ruth
Richards

August Issue Deadlines
Articles July 14
Ads July 21
Calendar Items July 21
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About the cover:
"She Came From the Water
. . .I saw It on tv" by Karen Hall

This month's cover art was a joint
project by Karen Hall and Bill Mazza.
Karen is dedicated to playing with
rubber stamps . The tv girl is one of her
favorite images ; it's an original from
Mars Tokyo, PO Box 65006, Balti-
more, MD 21209, catalog available for
$2, refundable . Bill provided the com-
puter play . . .
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To the Editors:
I read with interest in the May Newsletter

issue Joan Goldberg's account of her recent
trip to Cuba. I, too, am sympathetic to the
Cuban people, and recognize the gains made
by the revolution . I oppose US policy towards
Cuba, I oppose US support for the right-wing
Cuban-American Foundation and its goals,
utd I support lifting the US embargo against
tuba.

On the other hand, I must disagree with
Joan Goldberg when she claims that Cuba is
`pa free and open society ." It is not free, nor
open . There are no free and fair elections in
Cuba, there is no free speech (for dissidents
and opponents of the regime), there are no free
and independent trade unions, and there is no
freedom of travel abroad, no freedom of politi-
cal organization and demonstration . The Cu-
ban regime uses a massive internal network of
police and informers to intimidate dissidents
4 all varieties . This is not a free and open
43ciety.

Progressives and socialists in the United
States support personal freedom and political
democracy as basic human rights. A just soci-
ety must provide for liberty and democracy.
Those who cannot distinguish between a com-
munist dictatorship in Cuba and a "free and
open society" harm the cause of progressive
politics in the US and elsewhere and make it
easy for the right-wing supporters of Cold War
policies to write off left alternatives as still
unreconstructed communists . If the left really
wants to get past the stereotypical politics of
the Cold War, it must reject apologists for
dictatorships of all types, and speak unhappy
truths even as it opposes US policies of domi-
nation and imperial control.

Sincerely,
John Nagle

A Time to Walk Our Talk : an Open Letter to the White Peace Community
For the last several years, the Peace Con- ---n a second opportunity available for us

to support our brothers and sisters of African
heritage is to support the Haitian-Americans
in their struggle to support the people in Haiti.

It was, again, sad to see only a handful of
white faces among the 5,000 Haitians at a
recent demonstration in Washington, DC.

We can support the Haitians by calling,
writing and visiting Congresspeople to urge
them to support and co-sponsor Congressman
Ron Dellums' bill, "the Dellums Bill, H .R.
4114" (known as the Governors Island Rein-
forcement Act of 1994) . This bill has not been
defeated, as claimed by Congressman Walsh
recently in the Syracuse papers.

Also call, write and visit area offices of
Senators D'Amato and Moynihan. Urge them
to support and co-sponsor "the Dodd Bill, S
2027" (known as the Haitian Restoration of
Democracy Act of 1994) . This is the compan-
ion bill to the Dellums Bill.

When we visited Congressman Walsh's
office, we were told that the people in Walsh's
district have no interest in the plight of the
Haitians because Walsh's office has not had
many calls and visits regarding the crimes
against humanity in Haiti which are being
committed by the US and us, the citizens.

Surely if the 900+ people who receive
this Newsletter would make the effort to call,
write and visit Walsh, it would do much to
help persuade Walsh to do the moral thing.
In Peace,
Cynthia Banas
Vernon, NY

Cynthia is a long-time peace activist
from Vernon, concerned about the lack of
connection, support and solidarity among
the myriad and far too splintered peace
groups in our area, each with a very, very
narrow focus . What about the big picture of
peace? What happened to that?

ferences, Retreats, etc . which I have attended
usually have workshops and discussions on
the issue of racism . Hours have been spent
discussing, pondering, agonizing on how to
make the connections so that Afro-Americans
would join with us in the struggle for peace
and justice.

Well, now it's time for us to walk all that
talk! Two opportunities are available. Any
person who really wants to be in solidarity
with people of African heritage can do so by
supporting the Justice for Jessie Davis trial
which began in Utica on June 20 and will last
from three to six weeks. The trial is at the
Federal Building on Broad Street between
Genesee and John Streets . The building is
about four stories high : not your typical high-
rise federal building. The courtroom is huge,
seating 100 people, and we need to fill it every
day of the trial to let the powers that be know
we believe in equal justice, whether it be for
Judge Sal Wachtler or Jessie Davis.

We need to make connections among
peace groups . If persons from the Alliances,
Coalitions and Contacts listed each month in
the SPC Newsletter would organize and com-
mit to send just one different person to the trial
each day, that would be at least 50 people.

Because some of us since the early 1980s
have loyally supported the Plowshares activ-
ists and by attending many trials and
sentencings, some locally and some at a far
distance, we hope that loyalty will be recipro-
cated . After all, Utica is only a few short miles
down the road from Griffiss Air Force Base.

It was pretty sad to see only two white
faces from Syracuse in Utica at the June 12
"Rally for Justice for Jessie Davis ."

[See page 15 of this PNL for the final
update on the trial-eds]

P.S . June 15, 1994
I read your announcement in the June issue of the Newsletter with

interest and I imagine that the misplaced letter was probably mine, so
I am forwarding this copy.

I must say that I am disappointed that my letter taking up the point
of defending the meaning and integrity of a "free and open society"
may have been the only objection to Joan Goldberg's piece on Cuba.
If that is indeed the case, then there is, in my opinion, a great need for
dialogue on this and many other points in relation to socialism and
democracy, socialism and liberty, socialism and an open society . I
would be pleased to engage others in the Syracuse progressive
community on these issues, and perhaps something positive can
emerge related to a new post-Cold War agenda for the left .

— J.N.
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LOOK!

Front Room Bookstore •
Central NY's Peace and Social Justice Bookstore

~~
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resources For Radicals Activists Queers

	

Heretics

	

Visionaries
...I. sail

books, magazines, buttons, posters, t-shirts

Beat the Heat!
Join us for our summer
concert/fundraiser

	

with

Colleen Kattau
& the Mental Ostrich

and also performing

	 Cindy & the Cordettes
$4-20
sliding-
scale Sunday, July 17
donation

	

7 - 1 0 P M

Thanks to Laughing Horse Books & Coffee, Portland, for the great quote
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The Standard for Evil
Media Manipulation and the Case Against Serbia
Andrianna Natsoulas

THE WAR in the former Yugoslavia dem-
onstrates how quickly the alternative com-

munity will follow the lead of the mainstream
media and expand on the demonization of the
Serbian people without fully comprehending
the situation. The history of Yugoslavia needs
to be clear in order to better understand the
present situation there . Also, the coverage of
the war should be correct before coming td any
conclusions.

The tensions between the Serbians, the
Muslims and the Croats has existed for hun-
dreds of years . To begin with, the Turks (who
are Muslim) conquered the Yugoslavian area
at the Battle of Kossovo in 1389. The Serbians
were then under Turkish rule for about 500
years . It was a gruesome occupation, under
which the Serbians were very rebellious . One
common strategy of the Turks was a process
called Devshirme, which involved removing
of very young Serbian children from their
parents and turning them intojanissaries . That
is, the children were trained to fight for the

Turks and perhaps ultimately kill Serbians.
This process went on for 250 years. Muslims,
to Serbians, are correlated with Turks . Despite
Serbia's independence from the Turks in the
19th century, historic memories of this kind of
occupation remains in cultures for generation
after generation.

After World War I, Yugoslavia declared
itself a union of Slovenes, Croats, Bosnians
and Serbians under a Serbian monarch. Dur-
ing World War II, the Germans conquered all
of Yugoslavia and established a fascist Croat
state which included the Muslims . The
Serbians fled to the
mountains and put forth
a great and stubborn re-
sistance: Germany
backed the fascist state
which oppressed the
Serbians and eventu-
ally massacred about
half a million Serbians.

Many people have forgotten how the war
began in the former Yugoslavia . Both the
Croats and Slovenes demanded independence.
Again Germany supported the Croats . The
Slovenes won their independence, but not the
Croats . One quarter of Croatia is Serbian and
the Serbians in Croatia did not want indepen-

dence. These Serbians in Croatia are those
who were slaughtered during World War H.
The Serbs in Croatia refused Croation inde-
pendence because of memories from World
War II. The Serbs and the Croats fought over
Croatia, and the Serbs won twenty-five per-
cent of the territory . They also warned the
Bosnians not to attempt independence . Bosnia
arranged to have an election for indepen-
dence. The Bosnian Serbs did not participate
in the election, and independence was de-
clared by the Bosnian Muslims and Croats.
Although there are more Bosnian Muslims in

Bosnia, they are
concentrated in
the cities, while
the Serbians in
Bosnia are peas-
ant farmers;
therefore, the
majority of the

land is cared for by the Serbians . When civil
war broke out in Bosnia and the Yugoslavian
government collapsed, all arms went to the
Serbs, since the Serbians governed Yugosla-
via.

The western world has favored the
Bosnian Muslims and, with help from the
media, has demonized the Serbians. To begin
with, the Croats established a strong connec-
tion with Germany which is an influential
country in the western world. The Bosnian
Muslims are very western. They are the met-
ropolitans and wear western dress, while the
Serbians are primarily peasants, associated
with peasant life, peasant dress and the heavy
crosses and icons of orthodoxy.

People have been accepting the media
coverage in the Yugoslavian war without ques-
tion, but much of it has not been thorough or
correct . There have been many blatant mis-
takes by the media. For example, a 1992 BBC
film indicated a "Bosnian Muslim prisoner-
of-w ar in a Serb concentration camp." It turned
out that a relative recognized the man as a
Bosnian Serb in a Muslim concentration camp.
Television filmed a funeral of a child who was
killed in an alleged Serbian attack on a Bosnian
Muslim bus. The funeral was said by reporters
to be Muslim, but was actually Orthodox and
the bus carried many Serbians. In March and
May of 1993, CNN aired reports of 14 Mus-
lims and 10 Muslims killed by Serbs . It turned
out that the victims were Serbian killed by

!the Kollwitz "The Survivors" 1923

The western world. . .with
help from the media, has
demonized the Serbians
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Kathe Kollwitz .
"Woman with dea&'child" 1903

Muslims . In January of 1993, Newsweek cov-
ered a story asking, "Is there any way to stop
Serbian atrocities in Bosnia?" A photo of
deadbodies accompanied the title . The bodies
were not Bosnian Muslim but Serbian . Photos
of the clash between Croats and Bosnian
Muslims were said to be the result of Serbian
attacks, while Serbians had no part in it . Mis-
takes such as these go on and on with no
correction, so the public and the western gov-
ernments justify the demonization of the
Serbians.

A British journalist received a tip that
more than 1,000 Serb children, women and
men were being held prisoner by Muslims and
Croats but, since it would take her three days
to investigate the entire story, her editor told
her not to follow up . The media have joined
together in order to make the war and the
support completely one-sided . When report-
ers are not able to receive the truth from all
sides, the public and the governments are
being completely manipulated . Even the alter-
native media had fallen into this trap until very
recently. In late 1991, 60,000 Serb refugees
from Croatia had horrifying reports of atroci-
ties they faced . They spoke of concentration
camps and Serb children put in plastic body
bags . Since no reporter had actually seen the
horror, news organizations refused to report it.

Atrocities are reported by Bosnians with-
out the media on the site, but that has not
stopped them from sometimes reporting com-
pletely false information. There have been
instances where the Bosnians claim that the
Serbs are firing while it turns out the Bosnians
started the bombing . In July of 1993, the
Washington Post covered a story of a "bread
line massacre" where Serbs supposedly killed
22 civilians waiting outside a Sarajevo bak-
ery. U .N . officials discovered it was Muslims
who set off the explosives, not the Serbs, but
no correction was made. The media will fol-
low these stories as truth without investigat-
ing. Serbians have been cooperative in inspec-
tion of their camps, while the Bosnians and
Croats have been far from cooperative . In
January of 1993, The New York Times re-
ported 70,000 detention camp inmates were
held by Serbians . There was a typographical
error, with 7,000 not 70,000, being detained,
but no correction was made.

There has been false information or no
information concerning the rapes occurring

on both sides. Documents `given to the
United Nations by Bosnian Serbs have
described atrocities committed by the
Muslims . In March of 1992, Serb women
at a Muslim-held camp in Breza were
raped and murdered by Muslims. Serb
female prisoners at Celebici were raped
on May 27, 1992. A report on July 26,
1992, stated that Serb fathers were forced
to rape their own daughters after which
both were killed . A Serb doctor reported
on August 27, 1992 that at the Muslim-
held Croat Ustashi camp at Drtetelji,
Serb women were being raped and muti-
lated . A group of Serb women on No-
vember 1992 requested abortions because
of repeated rapes by Muslims at Tulza.

On December 10, 1992, officials of the
Swiss Federal Parliament were informed that
800 Serb women were repeatedly raped by
Muslims and Croats . In January 1992, un-
documented reports by Bosnian officials stated
60,000 rapes of Muslim women by Serbs. The
media accepted that information without ques-
tion. The UN Commission on Human Rights
investigated the situation and estimated 2,400
rapes, which included Muslim, Croat and
Serbian women. Both Amnesty International
and the Red Cross reported that all sides were
committing these atrocities, not only the
Serbians. A French Journalist, Jerome Bony,
was told to go to Tulza where Muslim rape
survivors were . Fifty kilometers away he was
told 4,000 women were there . Twenty kilome-
ters away he was told 400 were there . At ten
kilometers the number dropped to forty . When
he arrived, there were four Muslim women
who had been raped.

This is not to minimize the severity of
rape, but to say that it has not been only
Serbians committing this horrible act. It has
also been the Muslims
and Croats . Who is com-
mitting more rapes is un-
clear, but that is not im-
portant . It is occurring
throughout the war by all
sides . Rape is often a part
of war . It is a disgusting
aspect of war, and we
need to know that Serbian
women have not escaped
it either.

I was in Greece from September to Janu-
ary of 1993, and while I was there I met many
Serbians and Bosnian Serbians . Many of them
were young, about, 15 or 16, sent down in
groups by their families to escape the war.
They entered a sympathetic country but did
not know the language and struggled to fmd
any kind of work . Many lacked food for days
and did not have a place to stay. Although
Greece was not what they were expecting, it
was better then death, or something even worse.
I will never forget the first Serbian I met . He
had just arrived in Greece two days before . He
did not speak a word of Greek or English. His
face looked like white stone . He seemed to be
in a trance . His expression looked as if he just
walked out of his worst nightmare, but it was
reality.

Information on the media miscoverage
taken from "Dateline Yugoslavia: The Parti-
san Press" by Peter Brock in Foreign Policy,
No. 93, Winter 1993-4 . Historical background
from Professor Theodore Natsoulas, Profes-
sor of history at the University of Toledo.

Andrianna is a local activist and a
member of the SPC Council . .
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Obviously Not in Kansas Anymore
Celebrating Stonewall 25 with the Friends of Dorothy Catholic Worker

Nick Orth

T HIS PAST SATURDAY, June 18, was
the Syracuse Lesbian and Gay Pride

March . It was a wonderful day, and for me, a
new experience all around . I had only at-
tended, never actually marched, in a Pride Day
celebration before. And I had never attended a
Pride Day in Syracuse.

So much impressed me . The size of the
march, the diversity of the groups, the high
spirits (in spite of the heat) and how organized
it all was. I mean, My God, the march even
started on time . I've never seen anything like
that before.

My partner Michael and I marched, not
only for ourselves, but also in the name of our
effort to be of support to those with AIDS—
the Friends of Dorothy Catholic Worker . And
with us were about 40 friends and supporters
(thanks to all of you), many of whom are
straight, but still Proud.

And, although I found the day wonderful,
there was one thing missing . You . Your pres-
ence . There were just short of 400 people at the
march and rally . I know that there are more
people in this town that support gay and les-
bian rights .

As John Bakke pointed out at the rally,
Martin Luther King day is not just an African
American holiday . MILK was a gift to us all.
And so it is with Lesbian and Gay Pride Day.
Our struggle for liberation and pride has been
of benefit to everyone, and Gay and Lesbian
Pride Day is a chance for everyone to celebrate
that part of our culture which acknowledges
and embraces diversity . So your presence was
not unimportant!

But, (this year especially) there's more to
it than that . As you have probably heard, the
annual proposal to have the city of Syracuse
officially recognize Lesbian and Gay Pride
Day was defeated in a clearly partisan vote.
However, it looks like it is not just a Republi-
can thing . You see, there were two times that
the issue was before the Council for a vote.
The first time very few people came and most
people spoke in favor of the proclamation,
although it was clear that all the Republicans
would vote no. Yet Rick Guy asked for a
postponement. Why?

Well, I was at both meetings and it was
quite clear to me that councilor Guy, or who-
ever is the brains behind the operation, staged
the second meeting as a media event, a "Big-
ots Pride Night, " an easy victory to pump up
Fundamentalists bused in from the suburbs . It
may have looked like Democracy in action, a
"grass roots" movement from a local church,
but a closer look reveals a national hate move-
ment flexing its muscle in Syracuse.

As I sat in that meeting and listened to one
Fundamentalist after another, I heard the Chris-
tian Coalition's propaganda video "The Gay
Agenda" cited as "proof' that "gays are sin-
ful ." Materials from the Oregon and Colorado
anti-gay and lesbian campaigns were used.
And each speaker refused to take responsibil-
ity for what s/he was saying, trying instead to
pin their hatred and ignorance on Jesus (As if
he hasn't suffered enough!).

Of course, most of these people were
quite clearly manipulated, parroting the slo-
gans and sentiments of their patriarch . Very
sad, but also terrifying and surreal, like I was
on the set of "Invasion of the Intelligence
Snatchers ."

The only thing that sustained me that
night were the proud voices of lesbians and
gay men and our allies, speaking from their
own truth, from their own experience in beau-
tiful diversity . They spoke up even when bom-
barded by the lies and hatred that make the
closet look safe and appealing in the first
place.

The Pride March went on as planned, but
the city missed its chance to be Officially
Proud, the Republicans on the council and the
Fundamentalists had no pride at all, and you—
well, I don't know—were you proud or not?

Nick lives in connubial bliss with his
partner, Michael .

lb
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Reading Privlege
Unlocking the Spectacle of Cultural Criticism

I saw It orifiv

Karen Hall

O RITIQUES OF CAPITALISM seem to
abound in the circles I travel in . There

are a variety of articles, books, movies and
conversations available for folks to join, re-
gardless of their level of knowledge or experi-
ence . Class analysis is a crucial element in the
politics of many leftist and activist circles, and
one thing we have done well is to foster a space
where people can come and learn.

The same has not always held true for
cultural analysis, however. I graduated from
college without ever hearing the word
postmodern, and now when I hear it or speak
it in conversation, I see my friends' eyes glaze
over. In his essay, "The Cultural Logic of Late
Capitalism," Frederic Jameson makes a case
for understanding postmodernism "not as a
style but rather as a cultural dominant : a con-
ception which allows for the presence and
coexistence of a range of very different, yet
subordinate, features." One of the assump-
tions Jameson works from is that global capi-
talism is to economic structure as
postmodernism is to the global cultural struc-
ture .

One reason why it is important to
view postmodemism as more than an aes-
thetic style is because, like global capital-
ism, it is able to include much more than
the aesthetic style of a ruling elite . Large
portions of the population get written out
of history when eras are named.
Postmodernism is able to encompass di-
verse ethnicities, cultures and political
view points because by definition it is
made up of disparate and diverse styles.
This makes the term more insidious be-
cause rather than erasing diversity from
history, diversity is consumed by a cultur-
ally dominant force and spit back out to us
in a more hollow form.

Before I go further, however, I want
to very briefly describe a few aspects of
postmodernism. Literally, postmodernism
is the name of a style and a cultural era that
followed modernism. It is comprised of
the interplay of multiple surfaces to create
intertextuality and pastiche . (If you look

pastiche up in the dictionary, you'll find its
synonym is "hodgepodge", a less erudite term
but more user-friendly .) Postmodemism rev-
els in kitsch; one perfect example would be
Matt Groening's television show, The
Simpsons. In any one episode, Groening will
combine the conventions of the family sitcom
with the conventions of a cartoon with the
cinematic conventions of a Hitchcock film, all
in the name of intertextual play.

Self-referentiality is
another aspect of
postmodernism; part of the
play is watching, com-
menting on and critiquing
ourselves. Again, the
Simpsons can provide us
with a perfect example ; in many episodes, the
characters joke about their images appearing
on t-shirts and in toy stores. Self-referentiality
is different to me than self-awareness . The
former is about play and performance, and the
later is about self-growth and increasing one's
consciousness . I have heard people use the
term self-referentiality in ways that suggest it
is the same as self-awareness ; I feel this is a
problematic way to think of the term.
Postmodernism is about surface; it rejects
depth . I once wrote an essay critiquing the
AIDS Memorial Quilt as an ideal postmodern

She came from the
water

0

expression because it uses quilting, a women's
art form grounded inneed and comfort, incor-
porates diverse populations, emotions and
agendas, and, whendisplayed, creates a trans-
portable, depthless graveyard . The Quilt's lack
of depth is both 'literal, there are no bodies
planted beneath the 3 'x6' rectangular memori-
als, and figurative . Although powerful, count-
less lives are reduced to what can be sewn on
a 3'x6' piece of cloth .

Everything in
postmodernism is re-
duced to a surface, and
this, I believe, is due in
part to the influence of
late capitalism. We live
in a stage of capitalism

when everything is a potential product, every-
thing has been or is about to be made into a
commodity to be consumed in the global mar-
ket place . A few years ago, Bennetton ran an
advertising campaign in which their name
appeared in the lower right hand corner of a
series of photographs depicting "controver-
sial" scenes . In one, the photographer cap-
tured the dying moment of a person with
AIDS . His body stretches Christ-like across
the billboard while his family surrounds him.
There are no primary-colored sweaters, no
multicultural display of children as there are in

other Bennetton campaigns . What is
Bennetton selling? Compassion, hipness,
political correctness, living-on-the-edge
riskiness, harsh reality, political activism—
anything to sell over-priced clothing . By
turning everything from an attitude to a
man's final moment on earth into a product,
capitalism strips all things of history, con-
text and depth . Life becomes an interplay of
surfaces we desperately try to connect in a
meaningful way . The dying man is real to
only a handful of people ; his image on a
Bennetton billboard is now more real than
he was, and this constructed realness is
inseparably linked with sportswear.

Capitalism is constantly in search of some-
thing new to sell, something new to con-
vince us that we will not be complete with-
out . Postmodemism feeds us only surfaces
grounded in play rather than tradition or
history . We buy and buy and yet there is
always something lacking . These two domi-

Priviege cont'd on page 19

everything is a potential
product, everything has

been or is about to be
made into a commodity
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The High Cost of Comfort
The Role of the Modern Appliance and a Politic of Convenience
Bill Mazza

appliance 1: an act of applying
2a: a piece of equipment for adapting
a tool or machine to a special purpose
: ATTACHMENT b : an instrument or
device designed for a particular use c:
a household or office mechanism (as a
stove, fan, or refrigerator) operated by
gas, electric current, or a small motor.
3 obs : COMPLIANCE

T HE ENVIRONMENT in which we live
is a collection of objects, ideas and sym-

bols loaded with references to our personal
memories and experiences . Our relationships
with the people and objects in our daily lives
present us with constant conscious and uncon-
scious reminders of who we are . Therefore
Appliances—so closely associated with our
ideas of home and office—are inseparable
from our emotional constructions of culture
and comfort.

In fact, the Appliance holds a special
status among the symbols of American cul-
ture . Simultaneously hailed as the means by
which to end domestic labor and as a sign of
personal success, the Appliance is present in
each of our lives. However, the physical Ap-
pliance remains virtually invisible in the promi-

nence it is afforded in our homes . It is both
normal in its presence (normal in the sense that
we consider suburban living thenormby which
we "image" our culture, although it is the
minority of US citizens who live suburban
lives) and noticeable in its absence. Whereas
the former represents success, a lack of Appli-
ances not only references the social status of
the household, but also offers (usually nega-
tive) definition to one's environment.

For example, because of media and ad-
vertising, the icon of the American Mother is
linked directly to the objects her image is used
to sell . Her image is as closely tied to the apron
strings of her kitchen Appliances as she is to
the apple pies they help her bake.

Looking more closely at these symbols, it
should be no surprise that these commodity
love knots were being tied more tightly during
that curious point of socio-political theater:
the 1950s . Both technological change in the
forms of mass communication such as televi-
sion and the political climate of a victorious
post-WWII America worked together to de-
velop new forms of propaganda . The speed at
which images and ideas were
able to saturate the market cre-
ated new possibilities for adver-
tising . And since the goal of ad-
vertising is to create a sense of
need and desire in the consumer,
the ad industry works with popu-
lar trends and ideas, often reaf-
firming conservative social val-
ues .

New products to reduce
physical work and increase lei-
sure-time became central to a
post-WWII ideology . For the first
time in American history, industry had need to
employ women in traditional male roles—
consequently including (middle-class) women
in the paid economy after centuries of eco-
nomic exploitation by the nuclear household.
While the boys were overseas, America's
women found themselves, by default, with a
new-found "freedom" only hoped for by
women's rights advocates of the early twenti-
eth century. Even if this freedom was only, in
reality, the opportunity to be exploited as
skilled laborers by corporate structures, it
opened ideological doors .for many women
who may not have thought about a tole outside
the home .

And like the other nuclear experiment of
the time-the atom—the fallout from this
labor experiment left a great need for spin
control . U.S . culture was faced with an active,
educated and skilled women's work-force . A
work-force which would have to return to the
home if society was to reinstate the traditional
social order : a patriarchal economy based on
the unpaid work of women.

At the same time, US industry was also
faced with the end of a profitable war economy
as well as access to the open markets of a
recently decimated Europe. Conversion to
peacetime meant finding domestic uses for
factory production in order to guarantee con-
tinued sales and profit (One solution was
creating the cold-war myth to rationalize a
permanent war economy) . This desire to re-
tain the profits of increased production levels,
coupled with a saturated workforce of men
returning from the military, led to the creation
of the modern worker/consumer . Industry
needed to increase the number of products that
could be bought by the people building them,
and at the same time, had to create a sense of

need in the worker/consumer to
continue buying these prod-

TOAST ucts—the "newest," "latest" and
"greatest" products on the mar-
ket .

This led to military indus-
try giants like General Electric
pushing family values through
electrical convenience . GE even
went so far as to give their then-
time spokesperson, Ronald
Reagan, a gift of the "first fully
automated home," a fantasy
home of the latest conveniences,

to help construct the image of the modem
family for all America . An image, no less, that
was broadcast into homes and sold via that
other modem marvel, the television. Home
commodities were designed and built in steel
in order to be recreated in flesh, as women
were encouraged to return to the image of the
home, enticed by the latest gadgets for better
living.

It is the power of capitalism that this
return to "traditional values of the home" did
not need to be centrally dictated or enforced by
a ruling elite. The domination of women is so
deeply embedded in our social strata that people
of all classes and genders were willing to
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overcome vocal minority dissent . The desire
was created to re-affirm pre-war gender roles
to return pre-war stability . So once the idea
started rolling down the corporate ladder,
people in all levels and positions of power
willingly played it out.

This return is also partially explained
through the marketplace. Even though the
motive of advertising is always the increase of
corporate profits over the spread
of propaganda, corporations will
exploit cultural tradition to de-
velop product loyalty for sus-
tained profit. Because of this re-
lationship between loyalty and
profit, often times the products
themselves become propaganda.
For example, General Electric
would target housewives with
"labor-saving" appliances. One
typical campaign showed hus-
bands how happy they could
make their wife by surprising her
this Christmas with a new GE
refrigerator/freezer. It was the latest way to be
a better wife with the least effort. By exploit-
ing the concept of the nuclear family, GE sold
more products while at the same time reinforc-
ing the cultural oppression of women's labor.

Gender relations are not the only way in
which marketing exploits product loyalty . In
other examples, patriotic symbols are used to
sell a commodity, or the commodity itself
becomes a patriotic symbol with its entrenched
popularity . Both Coca-Cola and Mickey
Mouse (Disney) are highly visible products
that have become symbols which transcend
the products themselves . Throughout the
world, many consider "Coke" and "Mickey"
interchangeable with the concept "America."
In this sense it was advertising forms devel-
oped and perfected in the 50s which began the
cycle these "transcendent products," or "com-
fort commodities"--those commodities so
linked to popular culture that they are insepa-
rable from the cultural experience.

The Appliance, in all its forms, is one
such comfort commodity . Not in the indi-
vidual sense of patriotic powerhouses such as
the above-mentioned "Coke" and "Mickey",
but in the sense of comfort by association . The
Appliance works on a level whereby our con-
cepts of success, responsibility, family and
comfort are linked directly to the consumption
of the product . Success is defined most easily
by the objects we surround ourselves with.
And when not defined by objects, success is

often defined by the abstract concepts of hap-
piness and security—the former connected to
available leisure time and social activities,
and the latter linked to finances; both aspects
refer back to one's ability to consume.

Therefore, when we apply ourselves to
the role of the consumer, in reality what we are
consuming is our own security, happiness and
satisfaction. By surrounding ourselves with

the symbols of success, we con-
stantly reactivate the cycles of con-
sumption and desire which prom-
ise our liberation from the drudg-
eries of modem life.

But comfort comes at high
cost--there are hidden costs that
don't show up on packaging or
price tags. In recent years, pro-
duction of many appliances, as
well as electronics and much of
the silicon chip industry, has been
moved outside of US borders . The
world economy now operates in a
system of Export Processing Zones

(EPZs) and Free Trade Zones (FTZs) . These
zones were developed mainly in the 1970s as
a means for "underdeveloped" countries to
attract foreign investment.

Canadian feminist Joyce Nelson, in her
book on the public relations industries, "Sul-
tans of Sleaze," traces the development of
EPZs and FTZs to agricultural and economic
policies pushed on the Third World in the
1950s and 60s . As a means of combatting the
huge debt loads incurred by these policies (by
listening to the First World "experts" at the
World Bank and the IMF in the first place),
these countries were then encouraged to open
corporation-friendly economic zones to draw
in foreign investment . Since the 1970s, multi-
national corporations have been exploiting
these zones as a means of producing products
at a fraction of the cost of similar production in
the First World.

Besides economic trade and regulation
benefits, these zones free the corporations
from environmental and union worries . The
majority of zone workers are women who
work in deplorable conditions for very little
pay. The combination of up to 17 hour work-
days and/or seven day work-weeks in hazard-
ous conditions, limits the length of time women
can sustain these "careers ." By some esti-
mates, as of 1989, " . ..some six million Third
World women below the age of thirty have
been summarily 'used 'up' and discarded by
the multinational clients of the zones ."

It is difficult to grasp that these women's
lives—millions of lives—are "discarded" so
that US citizens have a consistent supply of
BIC Pens at low cost (BIC Pen Company
operates in a Bangkok FTZ) . But the same
holds true for most household goods, clothing
and electronics built in the name of enterprise.
Or as Nelson states:

Thiswhole sleazy set-up has depended
on massive mystification in both First and
Third Workis . . .Most of us North Ameri-
cans have (or had) no idea that the rela-
tively inexpensive consumer goods avail-
able on our markets are only artificially
within our price range . If a just wage were
paid to the millions of women who perform
the labor-intensive steps in the global
assembly-line, many goods—especially
electronics items like microwave ovens,
word processors, home computers, video
games, color TV's, VCR's—would be too
expensive to market . In fact, the entire
electronics industry has been built on the
backs of the world's female poor.

Our country just watched a US President
buy Congressional votes to push another "Free
Trade" package through with Mexico. In light
of the lives wasted in our corporate FTZs
around the globe, it's possible to see that these
zones are neither "free" nor "trade" to the lives
they destroy.

Appliances continue to be produced, con-
sumed and discarded with promises of better,
stronger and faster. Meanwhile, in the grow-
ing ranks of our own skilled and "unskilled"
unemployed, combined with the export of our
culture through international mass media, in-
dustry continues to peddle its symbols of
success to people who will never afford them.
It is in these chrome-plated objects of our daily
lives that our oppression is reflected. Not until
we fully understand the politics of the toaster
will we understand our relationship to the
profit-driven market and what it is that we are
actually being sold.
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"The future is here today ."
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Bill is staffperson for the Syracuse Peace

Council and a member of the Altered
Space Collective.
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Cruelty-Free Lawns
Americas obsession to have a sterile en-

vironment is killing our pets and wildlife . The
pesticides used to make our lawns homoge-
neously green and our houses devoid of "lesser"
life-forms intoxicate our companions.

Pesticides are chemicals or biological
substances designed to kill, control or repel a
variety of living organisms, such as insects
(insecticides), weeds (herbicides), mold and
fungus (fungicides) and rodents (rodenticides).
Pesticides can easily come in contact with
your pet from lawn or household applications
or insecticides you apply directly to them.
Wildlife also is affected by any pesticides
sprayed on our lawns and gardens.

Pesticides can be absorbed through the
skin, swallowed or inhaled . Dogs exposed to
the herbicide 2, 4-D can be twice as likely to
develop lymphatic cancer . Cats are especially
vulnerable to pesticides because they have a
limited capacity to metabolize drugs. An over-
dose can occur in a pet exposed to lawn
pesticides while being treated with flea con-
trol pesticides.

Symptoms include : difficulty breathing,
excessive salivation, drooling, vomiting, runny
eyes, diarrhea, seizures, poor coordination,
muscle tremors, convulsions, weakness, ap-
prehension, depression and other abnormal
behaviors . Early diagnosis and treatment can
save the animal's life.

Keeping your pet inside may not be ad-
equate protection. Lawn care pesticides can
drift through open windows into homes . Pes-
ticides can settle and dry on porches, hanging
laundry, children's toys, pet food bowls, out
door furniture and bird feeders . Do you want
tp feed toxic chemicals to your companion or
wildlife?

Keep your property pesticide free . Work
with neighbors to do the same . Don't let your
pets play in places that could have been treated
recently.

Before using pesticides, decide if you
really have a problem. Many alternative treat-
ments for pests can be found from the follow-
ing sources : NY Coalition for Alternatives to

Mental Patients
Liberation

ALLIANCE
Bastille Day

The Mental Patients' Liberation Alliance
began in Syracuse in 1972. The Alliance in-
corporated in 1981, and in that year began
what has become an annual public protest to
call attention to the use of shock treatment on
people in psychiatric facilities.

In 1983, The Alliance hosted the Elev-
enth Annual International Conference on Hu-
man Rights and Psychiatric Oppression. This
event drew about 150 people from throughout
North America. These people, who refer to
themselves as psychiatric system survivors,
held workshops and planning meetings and
then gathered at Hutchings Psychiatric Center
for a rally.

After that rally, a group of people went to
the Veteran's Administration Hospital to at-
tempt to obtain information about reports of
psychosurgery at that institution . Some people
also marched to St . Joseph's Hospital in an
attempt to get information about the amount of
shock treatment being done there. A group of
about twenty people also sat-in outside the
entrance to Benjamin Rush Psychiatric Center
for fourteen hours. The blockade ended after a
meeting with Rush administration ..

After several more years of protest, Rush
Psychiatric Center announced that they had
stopped using shock treatment. However,
people could be transferred to other "hospi-
tals" for that "service." The Alliance held
several tnore demonstrations at St. Joseph's
Hospital with a focus on shock treatment . At
one protest six Alliance members were ar-
rested for criminal trespass . The charges were
later dropped .

on the Rise
WHOLE GRAIN BAKED GOODS

109 WALTON ST. SYRACUSE NY 19202 475-7190

Come Celebrate Independence
Week With On The Rise
Community Whole Grain Bakery

We're closing our store for the week of
July 4-8 and dedicating this pause in produc-
tion to the washing, scrubbing, patching, paint-
ing, repairing, redecorating and beautifying of
our beloved work-space.

The success of this potentially transform-
ing project depends on our having the help and
support of our friends in the community.

We will be working daily form 9 AM - 5
PM. Call us at 475-7190 to set up a work shift
that fits into your schedule, or just show up and
we will make sure that you are welcomed,
appreciated and busy with a task that you're
comfortable with.

In later years, Alliance members were
involved in Bastille Day protests in other parts
of the country . Two years ago the protest was
at Mohawk Valley Psychiatric Center over
forced shock treatment. The Bastille Day Pro-
test in 1993 was held in Albany over psychiat-
ric oppression in general . In January 1994,
The Alliance held a rally in Syracuse to sup-
port Lucille Austwick, an 80-year-old woman
in Chicago who, over her objection, was sched-
uled to have shock treatment.

There .are still questions about
psychosurgery at the Veteran's Administra-
tion Hospital . Shock treatment is still per-
formed at several institutions in Syracuse.
Psychiatric methods still involve restraint,
seclusion, forced drugging, forced "progra-
ming", experimentation and degrading inter-
ventions . There is very little protection of the
human and civil rights of people accused of
"mental illness ."

At noon on Thursday, July 14—Bastille
Day=members of The Alliance, their friends
and other interested citizens, will gather on the
grounds of Hutchings Psychiatric center to
bring these concerns to public attention . We
invite you to join us and help break the silence
about psychiatric oppression . For more infor-
mation about the issues or the rally, call The
Alliance at (315)475-4120 or 1-800-654-7227.

Thank You.

Pesticides, PO Box 6005, Albany, NY 12206-
0005, (518) 426-8246, Lawn Care Without
Pesticides (free), Comell's Cooperative Ex-
tension, (315) 424-9496, and the National
Animal Poison Control Center 24 Hour Hot-
line: 1-800-548-2423, $30-per case, charge-
able to a credit card, or 1-9001 690-0000
(approx. $2.75 for short calls).

Cara Burton
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Central America/Caribbean Coalition (CACC)

Joan Goldberg

T HE JUNE MEETING of CACC wel-
comed old as well as new faces. Ann, Ed,

Witness For Peace : The Haiti delegation
is planning to leave July 18 unless all commer-
cial flights are cancelled (which is supposed to
happen at the end of June) . There has also been
some word of the possibility of a US invasion.
In either case the delegation would probably
be postponed/cancelled.

Syracuse-La Estancia Sister Commu-
nity (Hermanamiento) : They have begun to
publish a quarterly newsletter and have also
started a monthly pledge campaign to support
La Estancia . Contact Shirley for more infor-
mation (446-6099).

Guatemala Coffee Boycott : A committee
has formed to approach local coffee shops
informing them of the political situation in
Guatelmala and urging them to participate in
the boycott as a way to pressure the
Guatelmalan government into ending the re-

pression and violence. It is hoped that Jennifer
Harbury, who has been instrumental in orga-
nizing the national, boycott will be in Syra-
cuse in the near future. Watch for more details.
Interested in joining these efforts? Call Paul
(478-1592) . And boycott Guatemalan coffee! !

School of the Americas : Ed shared his
experiences of the forty day fast that he and
others, including Kathleen Rumpf, recently
participated in on the Capitol steps in Wash-
ington.

For the rest of the evening there was a
brainstorming and strategizing session of pos-
sible responses to our government's policies
toward Haitian refugees, the possibility of a
US invasion of Haiti. We also talked about
ways to approach Jim Walsh . What has been
decided so far is that there will be a presence
at Columbus Circle every Monday from 12-1
PM. Please join us!

The next meeting of CACC is
Wednesday, July 13, 6PM (meeting and
potluck) at Plymouth Congregational
Church . Individual group meetings or pos-
sibly a presentation by Jennifer Harbury
will follow at 7 :30 . If Central America/The
Caribbean is your interest, we welcome
you to join us . We have some of the best
cooks and the most efficiently run meet-
ings in the community.

Elana were back from a night—and Harvey
two nights—at the Public Safety Building
after being arrested for their refusal to leave
Jim Walsh's office (see page 14, this PNL).
Joan just returned from Edmonton and a visit
with Gloria and Roberto (Juana and Carlos)
and their family (Salvadoraneans formerly in
sanctuary in Syracuse) who send greetings of
solidarity and affection to everyone.

Paul facilitated the dinnermeeting which
included group reports, updates and announce-
ments.

CUBA : Elana's delegation has been post-
poned until the end of July and will include
adults as well as youth. There are still some
openings ; contact her if you want more infor-
mation (472-5711) . It's not too late to contrib-
ute to her "undermine with underwear" cam-
paign. All-cotton, men's, women's and
children's are needed. Help her reach her goal 40'
of 1,000 pairs . Also, Elana and Hank attended GO

cc'the June 9 National Lobby Day (against the
blockade) in Washington .
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49th Annual Hiroshima & Nagasaki Commemoration Our 1994 event will take place on
Tuesday, August 9, from 8 AM - 1 PM.
Please take part in any portion for which
you are available. We will gather at Clinton
Square at 8 AM for a vigil . Someone will be
posted there throughout the morning with
petitions (Look for the crane flag) . Then we
will carry petitions around the downtown
area, including the Farmers' Market, until
12 :30, when we will gather at the Federal
Building for a closing ceremony and deliver
our statement, along with cranes folded by
young people from religious congregations
to Senator D'Amato's office.

As many of you know, these events
are usually marked by an Open Hand
Theater procession with their giant pup-
pets . At this writing, theater members are
performing in Tomsk, Siberia, and their
plans are not known.

PNL Subscribers : Please fill out and
return the enclosed petition during the
coming month and call 478-7442 if you can
help with the planning or the events on
August 9.

"During (Secretary of War Henry L.
Stimson's) recitation of the relevant facts, I had
been conscious of a feeling of depression and
so I voiced to him my grave misgivings, first on
the basis of my belief that Japan was already
defeated and that dropping the bomb was com-
pletely unnecessary, and secondly, because I
thought that our country should avoid shocking
world opinion by the use of a weapon whose
employment was, I thought, no longer manda-
tory as a measure to save American lives ."
—General Dwight D . Eisenhower

Never Again
We commemorate the bombing of

Hiroshima and Nagasaki because we must
recognize our extreme potential for destruc-
tion . In ourselves, we must come to terms with
that awful potential as individuals, as a nation
and as a species if we are to avert further
destruction and survive.

Our humanity unites peoples throughout
the world and makes questions of nationalist

loyalty moot—though we are often seen as
anti-American when we observe these solemn
remembrances between August 6 and 9.

A committee composed of representa-
tives of Peace Action, Physicians for Social
Responsibility, Veterans for Peace, Syracuse
Peace Council, and the American Friends Ser-
vice Committee—and open to others becom-
ing involved—considered these concerns in
planning this year's observances.

We will emphasize three goals this year:
connecting with the religious community,
reaching out to veterans with a message of
common cause and educating about the Com-
prehensive Test Ban (CTB).

In our commemoration we will look to
the future rather than dwelling on the past.
After we open ourselves to the despair of
looking again at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, it is
important to direct the resulting energy to
positive action .
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Haiti Update
Paul Frazier

Nonviolent Civil Disobedience
Four Central New Yorkers, Elana Levy, Ed Kinane, Harvey

Pinyoun and Ann Tiffany, committed nonviolent civil disobedience
in the office of Congressperson James T . Walsh on Monday, June 6.
Protesting Walsh's position against granting asylum to Haitian
refugees, twenty or more support people stayed in the offices until
closing time. The four who remained after closing were charged with
trespassing and chose to give Jane and John Doe names . They stayed
overnight in the Public Safety Building and were arraigned and
released the next day.

On Wednesday, June 22, Cynthia Banas joined the four in the
Immigration and Naturalization Office (INS) office and remained in
the office until after closing hours, protesting the lack of Temporary
Protected Status for Haitian refugees.

As the protesters, numbering twelve, told the four potential
immigrants waiting in the office that the protest was not intended to
interfere with their needs, a remarkable dialogue took place which
emphasized the reason for protest and civil disobedience . A man
waiting said, " . . .there are Haitians living where we live now ." When
asked where, he said, " . . .in the Fulton and Oswego area . " He
continued in a quiet voice, "One of the men living there had a parent
assassinated because of showing support for Aristide ." Protesting in the INS office suddenly
became a very right and proper thing to do.

The five arrested were held overnight in the PSB, being told that the police were concerned
they would return to the INS office if booked and released . Ed Kinane remains in jail at this
time : he refused to agree to a condition of release without bail that he would stay away from
the INS office. Continued support for the Haitian struggle includes support and presence at the
upcoming trials of those arrested.

The actions provide a focal point for continuing nonviolent civil disobedience as one part
of a continuing campaign in support of Haitians—Haitians living at home in terrible conditions,
fleeing military brutality, or seeking a safer life here in the US.

Ongoing Action—Support group meetings are scheduled to continue, seeking to maintain
action, reflection and an invitation to others to join in the protest . Call Harvey Pinyoun at 474-
4836 for the next meeting time and place .

Special Meeting On Haiti
On Thursday, July 7, at Plymouth Church,

a "Special Meeting on Haiti" will take place.
Up-to-the-minute information about the

constantly changing tension in Haiti will be
provided.

The meeting creates another opportunity
to include members of the Syracuse peace and
justice community in the ongoing plans and
actions in support of Haiti.

The agenda for the meeting is maintaining
and sustaining nonviolent direct action as well
as inviting more people to join in the struggle
sets .

Concerned citizens who cannot attend this
meeting can make connections at the Monday
noon vigil at Columbus Circle, at the evening
vigil at the Cathedral Chapel (5 :45 - 6 :45 pm),
or by calling Harvey Pinyon at 474-4836.

Why the US Should Not Invade Haiti
Ed Kinane and Ann Tiffany

1. Waging war—except to repel invasion—is immoral.
2. When the US invades any country—for whatever reason—
many innocent people die.
3. Since the 19th century, the numerous US invasions and
military interventions in the Caribbean (and throughout Latin
America) have invariably left a legacy of increased militarism
and decreased democracy.
4. The US military/CIA cannot be trusted to engineer the
restoration of democracy and President Aristide to Haiti . Their
"heart" simply isn't in it.
5. US diplomatic efforts to restore democracy and President
Aristide to Haiti have been set up to fail.

Steps the US can legitimately take include:
• Making US manufacturers in Haiti subject to the blockade.
• Negotiating with the Dominican Republic to fully close its
border with Haiti.
-Giving consistent, unambiguous messages opposed to Haiti's
outlaw military regime and in support of President Aristide.
• Publicly repudiating the CIA disinformation campaign against
Aristide and prosecuting those responsible for that campaign.
• Directing Cedras' CIA backers to order Cedras to step down.

'Send Me the Tired and
Poor— but not the

Haitians . . ."

Actions
Interfaith Service Organized

On Sunday, June 26, an Interfaith gath-
ering for Concern and Encouragement took
place at the Chapel of the Cathedral on Co-
lumbus Avenue . With songs, prayers, and
expressions of concern, the evening wel-
comed a newly-arrived Haitian family to the
Syracuse area.

From June 27 to July 31, a month-long
vigil will take place at the Cathedral Chapel
from 5:45 pm - 6 :45 PM . "People Working
for Haiti" will be present for meditation,
support, information, prayer, and encourage-
ment.

Weekly Noontime Haitian Support Vigil
at Columbus Circle

Following the June monthly meeting of
the Central America/Caribbean Coalition, a
weekly, Monday, noontime vigil in support
of Haitians began at Columbus Circle.

The one-hour vigil provides a regular,
ongoing opportunity to engage the public in
dialogue about Haiti, and to come together
for an hour of support and solidarity . "Just be
there ." The call goes out to hold a sign, pass
out a flier and talk with the lunchtime crowd.

4,
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BEHIND ENEMY LINES

Maintaining a Vision of Victory
Stopping the "Killing Train" and Creating a New Tomorrow

RESERVATION

Brian A. Dominick

UPPOSE I AND people like me were
able to point out so many of the evils of

this world to so many people that most Ameri-
cans were ready for a revolution and willing to
participate, no matter what the cost. Suppose
we were able to rile the population so much
that everyone was just waiting for a chance to
dismantle the capitalist infrastructure and all
of its institutions of violence . Suppose we tore
the whole shitty operation down to the ground
and were ready to start over. Then what?

There is an obvious problem with this : we
on the Left cannot agree on an alternative.
Infighting has divided us into a hundred dis-
tinct factions, each certain of its righteous-
ness. How do we build from that?

There is a less obvious problem with the
above scenario as well : without first having a
solution, we could never conjure the massive
support that will be necessary for a revolution.
Why should we expect anyone to join our
"movement" if we don't have anything to
offer? I think we're lying to ourselves if we

:believe that we are significantly more enlight-
,ened than the large majority of the North
American population which is not "active ." In
fact, it is clear to me that discontent and
frustration are widespread throughout the US.

ut it's probably somewhat absurd for anyone
join us in the absence of a method by which
e plan to achieve our goal of world peace and

oily.
I recently had the opportunity to spend a
iderable amount of time with Michael

Ibert, '60s radical student leader-turned co-
der of South End Press-turned author-
ed co-founder of Z Magazine . Like me, he

confrontational and demanding. We clashed.
` s certainly affected me much more than it
ected him.

For all our differences, or what I per-
ved to be such and he seemingly did not, I
ldn't help but like his style . Albert is differ
from most of the leftists I know . He sepa-

tes us all into two categories . There are
, he says, who resist because they want to

on the side of the disenfranchised and are
ling to go down fighting . And then there are

In February 1991, Albert used hisZMaga-
zine column known as "Venting Spleen" to
transform what seemed to be the story of
history's disastrous conclusion into a projec-
tion of hope for us all in an essay titled "Read-
ing Chomsky." Using Chomsky's graphic
descriptions of a world gone mad as an impe-
tus, Albert insisted that things could change.
Imagine, he prompted the reader, that a hypo-
thetical god became fed up with the constant

destruction human-
ity wreaks upon it-
self, and decided to
demonstrate the real
results of our vio-
lence by creating a

train whose glass-walled cars would display
within them each and every corpse manufac-
tured by unjust governments and institutions.
"Anyone dying for want of food or medicine,
anyone hung or garroted to death, shot or
beaten to death, raped or bombed to death,
anyone dying inhumanely would" be piled
into the "ethereal train" and paraded around
the United States.

With a thousand corpses in each car, such
a train set in motion on January 1, 1991, would
stretch from coast to coast seven times by the
turn of the century. Unless something is done.

Unaware that it would become the theme
for his latest book, I reprinted the piece in
another journal, largely as an attempt to illus-
trate how terrible our world has become. Even
then I did not recognize the hope Albert hinted
upon by asserting that "every loss is part of the
process" of revolution . It's time to transform
the apparatus which promotes violence and
prevents justice into one which facilitates
progress . In short, we've got to trash the whole
thing and start over--but not from scratch.

Michael Albert's new book, Stop the Kill-
ing Train: Radical Visions for Radical Change
(South End Press, 1994; 243 pp .), is a collec-
tion of his "Venting Spleen" column entries
which gave a witty, often humorous flavor to
Z Magazine . Besides cunning analyses of po-
litical situations like the US invasions of
Panama and the Persian Gulf states, Stop the
Killing Train is packed with hard-hitting, no-
holds-barred commentary on the floundering
Left from one who helped form the "new Left"
in the 1960s.

Killing Train cont'd on page 21
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those who think we can win . He is one of the
latter.

As for me? I've called myself an anar-
chist for some time now, not because I be-
lieved in a dream of anarchist utopia but be-
cause I didn't believe in anything else . No one
ever said being a dissident was going to be
easy. It's never been something I've particu-
larly wanted to do . Rather, I feel like I was
forced into it. I was shown one too many times
the evils of capital-	
ism and authority and
power. And whether
I ever thought I'd
change a thing, I cer-
tainly became deter-
mined not to participate in destroying the
world in which my children and their children
will live. So I set out to disgust as many people
as possible, my only hope being that they, like
me, would refuse to perpetuate the downward
spiral . Where we went from there I have never
even feigned to know.

Albert asked me if I thought we could
win. I told him no. I didn't have a reason. I
didn't have hope.

We need hope. We all share a dream, but
few of us believe it can be achieved . I have lots
of problems with Albert's version of our goal.
His visions, in my opinion, need work.

So I'm faced with a dilemma: I can go
back to believing we can't win, or I can start
gaining and spreading hope of a new tomor-
row. I can criticize concepts like Albert's and
dismiss.them, or I can criticize them and try to
build on them . I'm sick of not having hope or
vision .

every loss is part of the
process" of revolution



Top Ten Reasons for a Revolution
Looking Forward to the Reality of Social Change
Bill Griffen

HAVE THIS recurring fantasy—my ana-
lyst, if I had one, would call it an obses-

sion—of David Letterman doing that list one
night on CBS . I'm a sucker for honest TV. In
my fantasy "Candor Camera" plays a key role
as lies and deceit become so boring the media
turns to truth and reality . It will be as if sodium
pentothal replaced cocaine as the Madison
Avenue drug of choice.

And Ned Beatty's character in the movie
"Network" will be resurrected . His one mag-
nificent truth-bite as he lectured to Peter Finch
(Howard Beale) will be multiplied a thousand
fold . Remember it?

"You get on your little 21 inch TV screen,"
Beatty railed at his employee, TV anchor
Howard Beale, "and howl about America and
democracy . There is no America! There is no
democracy! There is only IBM, AT&T, ITT,
DuPont, Dow, Union Carbide and Exxon.
There are no nations today ."

Most will feel underpaid and probably
I be . But more important, most of you
nt to do something worthwhile and chal-
ging with your lives . Few will be allowed
Most will work in jobs that contribute to
ireasing or maintaining our Gross (as in
od, that's gross') National Product.

Economists call this the GNP and cheer
en it grows and boo when it shrinks . It
sn't much matter to those trumpeting
health of the economy what boosts the

NP—cancer-causing cigarettes count as
much as granola, nuclear bombs as much
as new 300 bed hospitals.

Some of you will work to offer services
to the workers—meeting their health
needs, housing needs, food needs, enter-
tainment needs, insurance needs and
needs not really needed.

Whether your work contributes directly
to the GNP or you play a supporting role,
at the end of your career only one half of
1% at the top will still own
about 45% of everything
there is to own in the US.
The next 9 .5% will own
38%, while the remaining
90% will have to settle for
17% of the pie . Look
around this auditorium of
approximately 1,000 stu-
dents . After a lifetime of
work, five people will own
45% of the wealth, while

900 will share about 17% of the remains.
Those five students will probably be at

the top of a corporation or a bank . The 900
will have worked for a living.

Well, now there . The ugly secret is out.
Most people work in order to make a very
few people powerfully rich and richly pow-
erful. So unless you make the 'Big Five,'
you are doomed to be a loser . The 'Big
Five' spend a lot of money and support a
lot of careers to help you forget there is a
'Big Five:' You may wish to consider a job
that helps the 'Big Five' to extend the
confusion—if you are good at it you might
rise to the top of CBS or the New York
Times or Time magazine as you keep that
90% at the bottom mystified and pacified.
Less spectacular, some will work in schools
and contribute to the protection of the top
one half of 1 %'s empire—rarely, if ever,
being conscious of their role . They will be
convinced they are doing just the oppo-
site—preparing everyone for her or his
shot at the top.

My advice to you on this career day?
Most of you aren't going to like it . Few of
you will take it . In your job search and at
your interviews, ask these simple, direct
questions when you are presented with
the obligatory 'any questions?' Ask them:

1. Is what I will be producing, selling,
servicing, or tabulating and recording real-
ly needed?

2. Will my work soil or cleanse our
shared nest—the earth?

3. Will my work benefit or harm the
people I never meet—those in the "Third
World"?

Those are enough for starters . The
answers, or more likely the evasions, will
suggest more questions to put to your
employer/interviewer.

Happy Trails!

ABC premiers a new se-
ries, "Life Chances of the Poor
and Forgotten." In the first three
shows the viewer learns that
60,000 people in the world (2/3
of them children) die of hunger
every day, and that there are
273,000 school-aged homeless
children in the US. If present
trends continue, by the year 2000
one out of every four children
born in the US will be poor.

With the culture-industry awash in truth
serum, that lesson will become the stuff of
series, documentaries and sit-corns . Truth and
reality will be served up nightly . The hegemon-
dam will break. Run for you new lives!

Imagine an NBC education special . Tom
tilcaw on special assignment takes us to a
(cal school in the heartland of the US—the

;mod Landon High School in Wichita, Kan-.
.*Brokaw starts to pontificate about upgrad-
America's work force through education

the candor camera cuts to the principal
essing an "Alf Landon Career Day" as-
ly:
It is with a heavy heart and numerous

misgivings that I speak to you on this
Leer day . Unfortunately, many, if not
st, of the careers or jobs you will wind
in will not make you happy, but that's
your fault . Happiness is a paycheck
here too, many, if not most, will not be

PY•
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The Fox network breaks new ground by
running a series titled "It's All a Piece—There
are No Single Issues ." The thirteen week se-
ries features guests including : NoamChomsky,
June Jordan, Manning Marable, Howard Zinn,
Wendy Kohli, Ron Dellums, Samuel Day ; Jr .,
Murry Bookchin, Helen Woodson, Andy
Mager, Doug Dowd, Liz McAllister,
Kirkpatrick Sale, the Berrigan brothers (Jerry,
Phil and Dan), Michael Apple, Edward Said,
Chief Oren Lyons, Kathleen Rumpf, Dave
Dellinger, Marjorie Rusk and Maggie Mae
Horton.

In Chomsky's segment he notes that "the
general population has lots of cards ." He is
describing Hume's Paradox in which the
people submit to the rulers, "even though
force is always in the hands of the governed,"
and the rulers:

. . .can only rule if they control opinion—
no matter how many guns they have . . .If
the general population won't accept things,
the rulers are finished . . .There's a constant
battle between people who refuse to ac-
cept domination and injustice and those
who are trying to force people to accept
them.

In that struggle Chomsky tells the Fox
audience how he continues to be drawn to
anarchism. For the first time in mass media
history a thoughtful discussion of anarchy
starts to unfold:

What I think is most important about
anarchism as a 'philosophy' (a term I'm
uncomfortable with) is its recognition that
there is, and will always be, a need to
discover and overcome structures of hier-
archy, authority, and domination and con-
straints on freedom: slavery, wage-slav-
ery, racism, sexism, authoritarian schools,
etc., forever . . . .Anarchism does not legis-
late ultimate solutions to these problems.
I see it as a rather practical 'philosophy,'
inspired by a vision of the future that is
more free and conducive to a wide range
of human needs, many of which are in no
position even to identify under the intellec-
tual and material constraints of our present
existence.

Toward the end of the program Chomsky
reflectively responds to an interviewer, "I can't
really say how I came to be influenced by
anarchist ideas ; I can't remember a time when
I was not so influenced ."

"So what's wrong with capitalism?" he is
asked. No mincing here . Chomsky allows as
how he favors democracy—"the central insti-

tutions in the society have to be under popular
control ." So what is the relationship between
democracy and capitalism? Chomsky argues:

Now, under capitalism we can't have
democracy by definition . Capitalism is a
system in which the central institutions of
society are in principle under autocratic
control . Thus, a corporation or an industry
is, if we were to think of it in political terms,
fascist ; that is, it has tight control at the top
and strict obedience has to be established
at every level—there's little bargaining, a
little give and take, but the line of authority
is perfectly straightforward . Just as I'm
opposed to political fascism, I'm opposed
to economic fascism . I think that until
major institutions of society are under the
popular control of participants and com-
munities, it's pointless to talk about de-
mocracy.

In this sense, I would describe myself
as a libertarian socialist—I'd love to see
centralized power eliminated, whether it's
the state or the economy, and have it
diffused and ultimately under direct con-
trol of the participants . Moreover, I think
that's entirely realistic . Every bit of evi-
dence that exists (there isn't much) seems
to show, for example, that workers' control
increases efficiency . Nevertheless, capi-
talists don't want it, naturally ; what they're
worried about is control, not the loss of
productivity or efficiency.

As my fantasy builds, the truth virus
infecting the electronic folks next hits Time
magazine, previously inunune to truth . In 1976,
Time ran a bicentennial cover story featuring
Adam Smith with the title "Is Capitalism
Dead?" (their unqualified answer: no) . Twenty
years later an obscure fast-food worker-orga-
nizer will grace the Time cover as 1996
Woman-of-the-Year. Juanita Mendez, presi-
dent of the new coalition of fast-food, shop-
ping mall and hospitality workers, has de-
clared class warfare on anyone interfering
with worker welfare.
Time reports:

The labor move-
ment, counted out as
dead in the early 1990s
with unionized work-
ers totalling less than
17% of the work force,
has turned to drastic
measures . Abandon-
ing the liberal refrain
of 'let's share the pie,'
which of late had been

you and the Great Authority

reduced to crumbs, unions took the offen-
sive . Starting with a truth-in-labelling cam-
paign, the three major unions renamed their
organizations : Fast-food Overworked and
Underpaid Laborers (FOUL), Store Clerks
Retailing Everything at Alienating Malls
(SCREAM) and Stop Hotels As Maid Ex-
ploiters (SHAME) . ..

Even the New York Times started to re-
port some labor news objectively . They ran a
three-part series that was pure Abbie Hoffman
of the 90s . A-group known as the B Cubes or
the B 3' s (big bite bastards) insinuated itself
into the mass culture. As the Times reported it,
one of the most effective campaigns of the B 3 's
was their early "Write It Big" challenge . It
started when some union workers nobody
could say who for sure—customized the blank
side of their union T-shirts with some numbers
that made no sense.

1 /2 of 1% 45%
WHILE

90% = 17%
Strangers, co-workers, neighbors, little

kids, bartenders or anyone with a normal dose
of curiosity would ask "What's the equation
for?" or simply point and snap, "What's that
s'pose to mean?" Of course, that was the t-
shirt's purpose. The answer was that one half
of 1% owned 45% of the wealth in the US
while the bottom 90% owned only 17%! The
B 3' s reasoned that super-saturation (big bites)
might be used by the 90% worker-force just as
the one half of 1% elite saturate all our bill-

boards, media space, airwaves, t-shirts
and empty walls.

"Write It Big" was a challenge to
every real and potential graffiti artist in
the land. Every blank surface was fair
game, empty billboards or those in
need of revisions. In a relatively short
time, the t-shirt equation was as ubiq-
uitous as the "Kilroy Was Here" mes-
sage of World War II fame.

Reasons for Revolution cont'd
on page 21



Jessie Davis Trial Ends
Settlement Considered a Victory for New Upstate Justice Network

5 HORTLY PAST NOON on June 20,
attorney Lew Oliver returned to the

Northern District Federal Court Room in Utica
from the judge's chambers . He was reporting
to Louise Thornton that the City of Albany
still wanted her to agree that any settlement
would include the condition that no future
charges could be brought against any of the
five police officers who shot and killed her
brother, Jessie Davis, nearly ten years ago in
Albany. This civil rights suit, brought by a
housekeeper with no car and an attorney who'd
never yet been paid, might be on the verge of
settlement less than an hour before jury selec-
tion was scheduled to begin.

Sitting next to Louise Thornton, I watched
her immediately shake her head and firmly
say, "No." In these tense final moments, she'd
lost none of her clarity or resolve . Oliver
returned to the judge's chambers. About 12 :20
he came back and told Louise Thornton the
judge wanted to talk with her personally . At
12:30 they returned again and after a brief
exchange, Alice Green of Albany's Center for
Law & Justice, who has worked on this case
since the day Jessie Davis was killed in 1984,
turned to us and said simply, "We won."

The terms of the settlement agreement
are : first, the Mayor of Albany would make a
public statement of regret for the death of
Jessie Davis and the manner in which he had
been handled by Albany police. Second, both
parties are free to characterize this case as they
like. That is, Louise Thornton did not agree as
a condition of settlement to be quiet, and has
already released a lengthy statement detailing
what trial testimony would have revealed.
This highly unusual feature places Louise
Thomton's financial award outside the realm
of "hush money ." Third, Louise Thornton did
not promise that no future charges would be
brought, also unusual for this kind of settle-
ment. Later that day, Alice Green publicly
called for the re-submission of this case to the
Albany County Grand Jury, par-
ticularly in light of the now-notori-
ous photos contradicting the pot ~ 1T I I' 0 II 71 ' I U L l/ I i tII/lice e version of Davis' death that
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Nancy Rhodes attorney Oliver discovered a year and a half
ago, which the original Grand Jury never saw
when they ruled against indictment for crimi-
nal charges . In Albany the next day, both Alice
Green and Lew Oliver said they may instead
opt for calling on the Governor to appoint a
special prosecutor . And finally (though the
mainstream media has always put this first),
Louise Thornton was
awarded $500,000.

A war of nerves
over possible settle-
ment is not unusual
in the final days be-
fore the trial date for a
case like this . As fluid as things might get in
the last hours, two other factors influenced
Louise Thomton's decision . First, she cur-
rently undergoes physical therapy three days a
week for a back problem. She would have
stayed in Utica for the first two weeks of the
trial (vacation time from work), but a six-week
trial would mean a serious physical ordeal for
her in terms of travel and missing treatment as
well as loss of wages.

Second, an obscure legal ruling that Al-
bany invoked in the home stretch could have

Network members understood
that afterward, we would all
have more work on police
issues in our communities

left Thornton liable for the police legal team's
full bill even if she had won the trial . Readers
may recall Albany's lawyers recommended
settling out of court last November when it
was clear , Louise Thornton was willing and
able to go to trial, even after the move to
Syracuse. They moved to postpone to allow
new Albany Mayor Jennings to get into office

and consider ap-
proving a settle-
ment. Buying time
to raise money still
needed at that point
to pay for expert
witnesses,

Thornton and Oliver agreed to the postpone-
ment, naming a figure considered impossibly
high for the City of Albany to meet. When
Albany, in fact, did offer $350,000, Louise
Thornton rejected this in favor of a trial where
the full story of her brother's death could come
out. Judge Neal McCurn then moved the trial
again. The stakes got higher in Utica, whose
jury pool must now not only convict police
officers but financially award plaintiff
Thornton at least as much as the City of
Albany had offered when they were willing to
meet her earlier demand. Otherwise she might
legally "win" but wind up millions in debt for
the fees of the other side's lawyers. As I
watched Louise Thornton shake her head just
a few minutes past noon on June 20 and
answer "No" before the final piece of the
settlement went her way, I had new apprecia-
tion for phrases like "thin ice" and "don't fire
till you see the whites of their eyes ."

About fifty of us began June 20 early with
a prayer vigil outside the old post office that is
Utica's Federal Bldg . The heat wave had bro-
ken . Some sat in chairs in the shade after the
speakers, waiting for eleven o'clock and wait-
ing for Lew Oliver. Alice Green and Louise
Thornton had gotten there about a quarter to
nine to speak to supporters . We shared copies
of Utica's Corn Hill Speaks, which gave its
entire front page to the Davis case, and ar-
ranged for key exchanges for donated lodging
if the trial went forward . As Alice Green later
expressed, not only a network was born, but
relationships, too . I watched people in Utica

decide to take this on and set
aside differences so they
could work together . Many
had never worked together
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Privlege cont'd from
page 9
nant cultural structures are a perfect team,
addicting us to images and surfaces which
they profit from producing.

So what can we do about it? Yes, my only
suggestion is to keep reading cultural texts and
to stay out of shopping malls, unless of course
you are doing a cultural reading of one . Cul-
tural critique is as important as economic
critique . Economics are somewhat more tan-
gible than culture. It is easier to identify the
ways we have access to economic power and
privilege; we either do or do not have access to
health care, healthy food, shelter, private- trans-
portation, gainful employment, education, or
a retirement fund . It is more difficult to iden-
tify how we own culture'and how it gives us
power and privilege . Because it can be invis-
ible, I feel it is all the more important to expose
it. Cultural criticism is more than a display of
mastery and power, it is an essential strategy
for compassionate living in the postmodem,
late capitalist world.

Karen Hall is working on a new defini-
tion of herself, one that won't be based on
what she owns, where she works or whom
she loves. See her article next month for any
new developments.

before . And it was the people of Utica
who declared, yes, we are a Network
now and we can say so.

Two events just before the trial
date declared this as well . On the
previous Sunday at least one hundred
and fifty people had gathered in the
same spot for a rally that included
speakers from Utica, Albany and Syra-
cuse, and official endorsers from Buf-
falo and Rochester too. Signs said,
"Utica is not Simi Valley" and "David
& Goliath . Louise & City Hall ." Then
on the 14th, a contingent traveled to
Albany to join others there in an-
nouncing the Justice for Jessie Davis
Network at a press conference in the State
Capital complex . Whatever the outcome of
this case, Network members understood that
afterward, we would all have more work on
police issues in our communities.

For almost a decade the Jessie Davis case
has been intimately entwined with the Albany
community's continued efforts to create an
effective and independent Citizen Review
Board. An advisory-type body did result which
many consider too weak. Also on the 14th,
Albany's Common Council held a public hear-
ing on new legislation that has now been
introduced. It was out of the work of Syracuse's
Task Force on Community & Police Relations
and our campaign for Citizen Review that we
first crossed paths with people in Albany
doing similar work . They face many of the
same struggles as they go through the legisla-
tive process that we had, and police speaking
at that hearing were not pleased that "outsiders
from Syracuse" were there too . Part of Louise
Thornton's statement of June 20 is an eloquent
call for that City to act wisely at long last on
this legislation.

In the wake of the settlement, two imme-
diate events are planned . First, Utica sponsors

'a speak-out on June 30 to air what happened
with this case, how come and what's next . The
Network has also agreed to hold a day-long
gathering in September open to other upstate
communities as well, with the date and place
TBA.

4[ Many have had mixed feelings about this
riputcome of the Davis case itself. Even Lew
'Oliver remarked, "I think I'm suffering from
pOst-partum depression ." As the afternoon
and evening wore on in Utica, after the Albany

folks went home, after our own local press
conference, some ventured that winning didn't
look like they thought it would look, they
didn't feel like they thought they should feel if
we "really" won . This outcome has forced us
all to ask exactly what the substance of justice
is in this case and, perhaps, to inquire more
deeply about that than we might have had this
case matched our expectations . Maybe I com-
pared a rumpled Lew Oliver to Columbo in
rooting for him against the sleek greyhounds
of the City of Albany legal team, and maybe
we just wanted to hear the jury say, "Guilty!"
But I think more important was a deeper desire
to participate in something that could matter,
something that could even the odds. I think
people didn't want to miss being part of this,
as citizens instead of just "private persons,"
and so the settlement disquieted us, made us
wonder if justice had passed us by suddenly,
without warning . I think not. I will always
vividly recall Louise Thornton shaking her
head and answering, "No," ready right at the
last minute to fling herself off that cliff into the
trial if that's what it took . Over and over the
Albany folks had told us she could never have
come that far without the help of ordinary
people coming together in all our communi-
ties . Over and over the consternation of the
other side has made it clear she was "sup-
posed" to wear out and quit a long time ago,
poor, exhausted and alone . She didn't have to.
And I know we all did that together .

db
Nancy is a Syracuse activist working

with the Task Force on Community & Police
Relations and was instrumental in the
creation of the Syracuse Citizen Review
Board to monitor police misconduct .
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WALK THE TALK

NIMO RATES ARE ALWAYS INCREASING

AIR_POLLUTION IS GETTING WORSE

WHAT CAN YOU DO?

INSTALL THE COPPER CRICKET

IT IS A SOLAR WATER HEATER THAT

WORKS WITH YOUR EXISTING WATER HEATER

CALL CLASSIC CARPENTRY 471-0324

Erwin Reiner

Residential

Contracting

478-2998

Restoration

Renovation

Rehabilitation

Repair

passive solar
personal service

references

Bear Street
BOOKS & MUSIC

We Buy Used and Rare Books and Music

Fine Used Books
Hardback and Paperback

Marie
Classical, Ethnic, Folk, Jazz

Open Dahy or by Appointment

1430 North Salina St., Syr., NY 13208
(corner of Bear St. and North Salina St.)

(315) 471-2958

OAT-MILLET Changes . ..
RAISIN
BREAD

NO dIL NO ADDED OIL
...and

In all other breads
we have reduced
the oll & switched
to Ganda!

. OWE
. VISIT
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Dr. Howard S. Walsdorf
CHIROPRACTOR

treatments fm:
Neck & Shoulder Pain

Lower Back Injuries
Stress Related Pain
Chronic Ailments

465 Westcott Street
Syracuse, New York 13210

Day & Evening Hours
For Appointment Call:

(315) 422-2027

Guidance in Nutrition &
Natural Remedies

SYRACUSE
Real Food Cooperative

Many organically grown and
produced foods:

• Nuts, Gains. Sands • whole Grain Salad Goods
• Produce

	

• FmsRang. Eggs
• Cheeses

	

• Chemical-Free Meat
• 'sorbs & Spices

	

• Fresh Fish Delivered Thursdays
And Much Mom

618 Kensington Road
(off Westcott) 472-1385

Non-Fri9-8,Sat8-6Sun10-6

The benefits are all yours from the expertise of myself, my

son and two other producers, representing national and

regional carriers of home, auto, life, disability, health and

business insurance. Consult us for a second opinion.

Service and rates worth

tracking down

SKEELE AGENCY, INC.

Cazenovia/ DeRuyter Lake

Both phones Syracuse System toll

free:

655-2878/ 662-7080
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Killing Train cont'd from
page 15

As Noam Chomsky writes in the forward
to Stop the Killing Train, "One has to go back
a long time to find a period of such despair and
hopelessness in the face of grave and mount-
ing problems—a period in which, further-
more, so much can be done if only people find
ways to escape their isolation, fears, and sense
of futility ." Albert likes to think that his writ-
ings offer such an escape—back into reality
from the dark catacombs of rhetorical ideol-
ogy. For me, at least, they have . Not necessar-
ily because of their content but because of
their existence.

Central to Albert's arguments, both in his
new book and in nearly all of his work, is the
idea that our world is now at a point of great
potential . While we often perceive our situa-
tion as being a stagnant one (if not regressive),
Albert argues that people are indeed aware
and want change. It's not our job to merely tell
ahem what's wrong . That's the easy part . It's
tip to us to offer something that the Left and
society at large can grab onto.

For all of our bitching (and regular read-
ers of my "Behind Enemy Lines" column will

ow I've done more than my share of
tching), we haven't offered a hell of a lot of
sion . Progress will not result from criticism
d complaint alone.

So Albert finished off Stop the Killing
ain with an essay called "We Can Win" . In
he basically argues for inclusion of all
gressive ideas in every Left event, forum,

scussion, etc . If anti-war rallies include
akers on feminism and class oppression,
can broaden the base of resistance and

gin to tie our causes together . There is far
much division among people with such
ilar goals. Mutual support can amplify—if
multiply—our strength dramatically.
Convincing or not, the ideas presented in
the Killing Train, like those inLiberating

ory (which Albert co-wrote with Leslie
an, Noam Chomsky, Robin Hahnel, Mel

Lydia Sargent, and Holly Sklar; South
Press) are ideas nonetheless . I'm open to

. But whatever we choose, make no
e about it, we've got to choose.

One of Albert's favorite stories to tell is
one in which he asks Noam Chomsky if he

we can win . Chomsky replies simpl
11 never know unless we try ."
Brian is a political writer and publisher of
d Enemy Lines Quarterly, 4383 Bell-

Circle, Syracuse, NY 13215 . Send some
ps for a free copy and some other junk .

Reasons for Revolution
cont'd from page 17

And all of this in the New York Times so
it had to be real. And if the Times, Time,
Newsweek and the networks covered it, "it"
became real culture-stuff . Politics would never
be the same. From now on the newly truth-
drugged media would be an actual source of
information.

Fantasy over.

(Note: The Chomsky quotes are not fan-
tasy . The fantasy is that the mass media car-
ried them . Sources : The Prosperous Few and
the Restless Many from The Real Story Series
and Language and Politics)

Well now, what have we learned? Can
you say "class?" Can you say "class con-
sciousness?" Can you say "no class conscious-
ness?" Can you say "hegemony"?

People should discuss why we should or
should not have a revolution. I'm serious. It
makes a difference if some- are even talking
about it. One must name the future . See if we

IINCIMSIFIEt.'5
Farm Apprentices sought to work

& learn at Birdsfoot Farm—a diversi-
fied, organic vegetable farm and inten-
tional community in northern NY. Six
acres of vegetables, fruit, herbs, grain,
flowers . Emphasis on hand tools, low-
input sustainability—apprentices work
in gardens and in community projects.
Positions open immediately through
Sept/Oct . Room, board & stipend—call
(315) 386-4852.

Alternative School Teacher and
Interns for grades K-8 at the Mountain
Tree Community School—an indepen-
dent alternative elementary school in
Potsdam, NY. Now ac-
cepting applications for
fall, 1994. Teaching re-
sponsibilities include
all grades, K-8, and
some administrative
work. Teacher salary is
$15,000/year . Alt.
teaching experience
preferred. Intern salary
is negotiable . For ap-
plication write to NTCS,
HCR 84, Box 60A,
Potsdam, NY 13676, or
call (315) 265-0621.
For more info call Steve
at (315) 386-4852 .

can move beyond the truism, "Gee, it's hard to
start a revolution ." Specifically, what is your
reaction to the fantasy itself---Chomsky's ideas
on anarchism, democracy and capitalism, the
principal's speech at career day, yippie-style
union resuscitation tactics, etc?

And finally, let us face the reality that in
order to describe democracy in our society,
justice in the work place and an educative
mass media, we must resort to fantasies! I
reject the pat answers that these fantasies are
ideals in need of more astute political (i .e.
state) management. "If only we voted for this,
if only more people voted, if only people cared
more, of only we wouldn't tax so much, spend
so much, if only . . ."

Consider a fresh set of "if onlys." If only
we who teach would honestly develop analy-
ses of power in our nation and world. If only
class-free intelligence and morality could re-
place the habituated ideologically bogged-
down inertia of the teaching profession.

If only we educated.
Bill is an activist and an educator at

Onondaga Community College.

Syracuse Cultural Workers—Au-
tumn/Winter temps apply now! Apply
in person at SCR, 1419 E . Fayette St.

Human Writes, edits, proofreads,
etc . . .Fast, accurate word processing—
some design, data-base work . Call Ron
Shuffler at 471-5749.

Searching For People interested
in an urban housing cooperative . Help
change current economic structures and
be part of this social frontier—all with a
roof over your head . . Call 422-4201 for
info .

Word Music : A Poetry Chapbook
by Dale Gowin, Send $6 postpaid to
Russ Tarby, c/o the Syracuse New
Times, Box #256, 1415 W, Genessee
St., Syr, NY 13204-2156.

T

• deign ideas
• custom sewing

(315) 432-5450'
pick-up and dc1tvefv available

light mending,
buttons. lielILS,

costumes, etc.
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Eileen Steinbugler Altieri CSW
Clinical Social Worker

Telephone
(315) 637-8351

Psychotherapy
Counseling
Consultation

ARE YOU WATCHING
YOUR FINANCES WISELY?

For information and consulting
on financial issues such as:

Mutual Funds
(including Socially Conscious)

Insurance
(Annuities, Disability, Life,

& Long Term Care) and

Tax Sheltered Accounts
call : 637-5153

SUSAN S . jiANSIX
Registered Representative
Securities offered through:

Legend Equities Corporation, 907 Butternut St.
Syracuse, NY 13208 422-5868

	1Jl

HANSEN'
FINANCIAL
SERVICE

W1CC OLC
546 Westcott Street Syracuse, NY 1 .3210

(315) 475-5925

	

i

BOOKS
Bought • Sold • Traded

Literature • Science Fiction
Mystery • Non-Fiction • Children's

And More!

JOHN O'SHEA

Syracuse Cooperative
Federal •Credit • Union

OUR SERVICES INCLUDE:

*LOANS & MORTGAGES

*HOME EQUITY LOANS
*SHARE SAVINGS & CHECKING

*ACCOUNTS & CERTIFICATES
• COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT

*TRAVELERS CHECKS & MORE

A Socially Responsible Financial Services Cooperative
723 Westcott Street * Syracuse * 13210 * Accounts : 471-1116 * Loans : 476-5290

Since 1982

Announcing Our New Location!
723 Westcott Street
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SUN

	

MON

	

TU ES

	

WED

	

THURS

	

FRI

	

SAT

"On the Move : the History &
Experience of African-Americans
in Onondaga County" exhibit at
Onondaga Historical Assoc, 321
Montgomery. Exhibit runs until
July 16. 428-1864.

Every Thursday : 'Evening
Arabesque' Arabic television w/
news & entertainment .5:30pm.
Adelphia Cable Channel 7.

Every Thurs : Lesbian & Gay
Youth Support group for ages
14-21 meets at Women's Info
Ctr, 601 Allen St . Call for time
422-9741 .

1

Gay Men's Support Group
meeting . Call 422-5732 for info.

2
Weekends Through Aug. 14:
18th annual Renaissance
Festival & Summer Market-
place . Sterling, NY. Farden Rd,
off Rte 104A 10am-7pm rain or
shine . 315-947-5783.

3
Boys From Syracuse meets
at Trinity Episcopal Church
Parish House . 7pm.

Every Sunday : Volunteer servers
needed for dinner at Unity Kitchen.
1 :30pm . Call Ann at 475-6761.

Every Sunday : Support group
for former and current mental
patients . Spons . by Alliance.
Plymouth Church. 3-5pm. Peggy
Anne 475-4120.

4
Every 1st & 3rd Mon:
Syracuse Real Food Coop
Council meets . 5 :30pm.

Every Mon : Vigil to Support
Haitian people and return of
President Aristide . At Columbus
Circle, downtown Syracuse.
noon-1 pm .

Peace Action program . 7 :30pm.
May Memorial, 3800 E Genesee.
Call for program topic : 478-7442.

Short feature film : Las Almas
Perdidas : Sculpture by Juan
Cruz, a local Syracuse artist on
Adelphia cable ch . 3 at 6pm.
Exhibition is dedicated to
indigenous peoples of 3rd world
countries.

Every Wed : Alliance member-
ship meeting. All welcome . At
ECON, 2nd fl ., cmrs of Westcott
& Euclid . 2pm . 475-4120.

7
SPC council meeting,
924 Burnet Ave . 7pm.

Special meeting on Haiti to
make plans for actions in
support of the people of Haiti.
At Plymouth Church, 232 E.
Onondaga St . Call Harvey for
time, 474-4836 .

8
AIDS service provider
group . 12 :15-1 :15pm . Bring
lunch, 627 W Genesee St.
475-2430.

"Freedom, Glorious Freedom:
reflections on interior freedom &
spiritual maturity' by John McNeill
author of The Church & the
Homosexual . At St . Andrew's R.0
Church, 124 Alden St, Syracuse.
Benefit for Living Room & Friends
of Dorothy Catholic Worker
Community . 7:30pm . 479-7362.

5 9

10 11 People for Animal Rights
mtg. 7pm . Call 488-9338 12 13 14 15

Every Sunday: This Way Out, for location . NOW CNY Chapter mtg at
Marine Midland Bank, 360 S Bastille Day Rally for Mental

Gay & Lesbian radio program on Public reading by Dorothy Warren, Syracuse . call 487-3188 . Patients Liberation. Noon. Fur Protest at Georgios. Spons.

WRVO FM 90 . 6:30-7pm . Allison, guest writer at Feminist 7pm . Hutchings Psychiatric Center . by Animal Defense League.

Women's Writing Workshops' 475-4120 . Help break the noon-2pm. Info call Kris Qua at

summer conference. At Anabel silence about psychiatric 471-0460.

New Environment Assoc . outing Taylor Hall, Cornell Univ, Central America & Carribean oppression.
& picnic to Morrisville area . Meet Ithaca. 7:30pm . 607-2726914 . Amnesty International Group Coalition potluck & mtg at
2pm at 270 Fenway Dr or loll #373 mtg., Mundy Branch Plymouth Church, 232 E . Every Friday: Lesbian Coming
Harry 446-8009 for directions . Sierra Club monthly mtg. Topic: Library, 1204 S. Geddes St. Onondaga St. 6pm . SPC council meeting,

Out Group. 7pm . Women's Info
vamping in the Adirondacks . Mick 7-9pm . Letter writing, updates 924 Bumet Ave . 7pm . Center, 601 Allen St .492-8035.
fall, Rm 5, SUNY ESF. 7:30pm . on cases. 668-7441.

16
New Environment Assoc . benefit
sale at 147 Hathaway Rd,
DeWitt . 446-9164 to drop off
items or for pickup.

17
© Fun-raising concert to
benefit Syracuse Peace
Council . Colleen Kattau,
Cindy & the Cordettes
playing folk, jazz, country,
blues & reggae . At Zodiac
club, downtown Syracuse.
7-10pm. $4-$20 sliding
scale . 472-5478 .

18

	

19

	

20

	

21

	

22

	

23
Every Mon: ACT-UP mtg . 601 Every Wed : Syracuse

Allen St. (Women's INFO Community Choir rehearsal . At Video Night at the Peace July 21-24 : 4th Annual Finger

Center). 730pm. 425-0673 . ECOH, corners of Wescott & Council w/theme : Lakes Grass Roots Festival of

Euclid . New members welcome. Personal Violence for Music & Dance. African, Cajun, New Environment Assoc. council
zydeco, old-time, reggae, folk, mtg . 9:30am, 270 Fenway Dr.

7 :15pm Call Karen 428-8724 for
into.

Home & Country . 7 :30pm .
blue-grass, tribal rock. At

	

. Syracuse. 446-8009.
924 Bumet Ave. Free . Trumansburg Fairgrounds, Rte
472-5478 . 96, 10 miles north of Ithaca.

	

. Anti-Vivisection protest at
Every Mon : 'At Home with a Every Tuesday: Gay, Lesbian, NAACP general mtg . 7pm. 607-387-5098 for info . Camping Bristol Myers plant .Spons. by

Poet' storytelling, poetry, myths . Bisexual Student Assoc. social . NAACP Office, 1125 S. Salina available. Animal Defense League . noon-
Adelphi Cable Ch. 7. 10pm . 830pm-mid . 750 Ostrum Ave. 422-6933. Every Thursday : Central 2pm . Info call Nicole Rogers at

America Vigil, Fed . bldg . 730am 451-4782.

Every Sunday.
People's 60 Minutes.
Adelphia Cable Ch . 3,
8pm . Produced by
Syracuse Peace
Council .

25

People for Animal Rights mtg.
7pm . Cell 488-9338 for location .

26

Support & Self-Education
Group for Parents & Friends of
Gay People meets at Plymouth
Church, 232 E . Onondaga St.
7:30pm. 474-4836.

27

Every Wed : Military &
Draft Counseling at the
Peace Council . Noon-
3pm, Call Marge 472-
5478.

28
Peace Newsletter
Mailing Party at SPC,
924 Burnet Ave . 5-
7pm. Free Food! All
welcome.
1st & 3rd Thursdays : Gay &
Lesbian Alliance meets at
Trinity Parish House, 523 W
Onondaga 7:30pm.

29
Every Fri: Gay & Lesbian
Youth meeting for ages 21-25.
At Women's Into Ctr, 601 Alen
St. 422-9741 for time.

• • • • • • • • • • • •
• Every Fri : PNL Committee •

meets at 924 Bumet Ave. New
• members always welcome. •
• 472-5478. l pm . •
• • • 0 • • • • • • • •

30



Join us for our summer concert/fundraiser
with	 .	

Colleen Kottou

	

Ostrich
in the tradition of folk & politics

an /iiso per rming

$4 - $20
sliding-scale
donation

Cindy 11the Cor ettes t k
Jazz

country
blues

reagae
kind of

• •

	

thing" Cindy
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924 Burnet Ave.
Syracuse, NY 13203
(315) 472-5478

Educate, Agitate, Organize
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